Located in one of the great manufacturing cities of the world -- Detroit, Michigan -- the College of Engineering at Wayne State University provides Graduate Certificate, MS, and PhD programs in a diverse array of engineering fields. Founded in 1933, the College of Engineering seeks to serve the local, national, and global communities through both its educational programs and its scientific research. With over 500 graduates per year, Wayne State has the sixth largest graduate program in Engineering in the U.S. -- the largest at an urban, public institution. Engineering graduate students are drawn both from the upper ranks of graduating seniors in various disciplines and from established engineers pursuing advanced degrees.

The College of Engineering has three important missions -- teaching, research and outreach -- and serves the region, state and nation as a part of an urban comprehensive research university. Students are prepared for professional practice, advanced graduate study, academic careers, lifelong learning, and to lead society. Faculty members develop the scientific and technological base for the engineering profession and disseminate advanced technical knowledge to engineers, other professionals, and the public. The approach is to seek a balance among the three missions through a partnership built among students, faculty, staff, alumni, government and private industry. This can be achieved by maintaining an academic environment that is both intellectually stimulating and supportive for all of its constituents, regardless of race, gender, or ethnic background.

The College of Engineering is housed in a four building complex on the southwest corner of Wayne State's main campus. State of the art laboratories and classrooms provide the facilities needed to support both the research and theoretical components of graduate education for our students. Last year, the College had approximately $16 million in research expenditures. The College has a history of funding from federal agencies -- including the Department of Defense, National Institutes of Health, National Science Foundation, National Institute of Justice, and the Department of Energy -- as well as local and national industry and state government.

The research programs in the departments of the College of Engineering are supplemented by interdisciplinary research efforts in several centers and institutes that feature the participation of engineering faculty. The Bioengineering Center, the Center for Automotive Research, the Center for Smart Sensors and Integrated Microsystems, and the Institute for Manufacturing Research provide students and faculty with additional research opportunities that integrate multiple areas of engineering and science. Within the University, the College of Engineering has developed a strong working relationship with the School of Medicine. The Department of Biomedical Engineering, along with the Smart Sensors and Integrated Microsystems Program, has many research projects in collaboration with the clinical and basic science faculty of the School of Medicine. Students are encouraged to seek out classroom and research opportunities that bridge the disciplines of the two schools.

Students in the College of Engineering may attend classes part-time or full-time, and those at the master’s level have the choice of whether or not to complete a research thesis in most programs. This provides the flexibility for students to design a graduate program that meets their educational and professional goals. Students working in local industry are encouraged to develop a research project that takes advantage of unique facilities at their place of employment, under joint supervision of the faculty advisor and a company representative. Such research may be used for directed study credit, a master’s thesis, or a doctoral dissertation.

FACILITIES AND LOCATION

Located in the 5th largest metropolitan area in the U.S., Wayne State University is able to take advantage of the cultural and industrial resources of Detroit. Wayne State’s campus is in the heart of Detroit’s cultural district -- just blocks from the Detroit Institute of Art, the New Detroit Science Center, Orchestra Hall -- home of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, the Museum of African American History, and the new homes of Detroit’s professional baseball and football teams.

The scientific and educational resources surrounding Wayne State also enhance opportunities for graduate students. The Detroit Medical Center, consisting of six hospitals immediately adjacent to Wayne State’s campus as well as several satellite hospitals, provides the School of Medicine and cooperating colleges -- including the College of Engineering -- with unsurpassed facilities in the medical arena. The 5 libraries of the Wayne State system are supplemented by the holdings of the main branch of the Detroit Public Library, located across the street from campus. The inter-library loan facilities supplement the 3,323,580 volumes and 18,643 journal subscriptions at Wayne State, many of which are now available electronically. The surrounding automotive industry, both the Big Three manufacturers and the hundreds of area suppliers, provide a real-world foundation to much of the research that is conducted in the College of Engineering.

The main Engineering Building, the Bioengineering Center, the Engineering Technology Building, and the new Manufacturing Engineering Building provide over 250,000 square feet of classroom, office, and laboratory space to the College of Engineering’s faculty and students. The Engineering Computer Center works to support the research and educational efforts of the College by providing and supporting the latest technologies in computer hardware, software, and networking. The computing facilities include the latest in simulation, analysis, and design software to support students’ classroom and research efforts.

Distributed throughout the Engineering complex, the research facilities include a new Class 10 clean room in the Center for Smart Sensors and Integrated Microsystems for industrial-level manufacturing of microsensor systems; two, full-scale test sleds for assessment of human response to automotive impacts; a full-scale cold room equipped for dynamic testing of engine systems in conditions as low as -40° C; atomic force and scanning electron microscopy facilities; a walk-in scale anechoic chamber for investigation of vibrations and noise, particularly in automobiles; a 2-story structures laboratory for testing multi-ton building components in many conditions, including earthquakes; a ballistics-research laboratory capable of assessing the injury biomechanics of live ammunition impacting body armor and non-lethal munitions; and full tissue culture and reactor facilities for development of tissue engineered constructs.
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The following degree or certificate programs are offered by the various departments within the College of Engineering. Unless otherwise noted, MS programs require 32 credits and include both thesis and non-thesis options. PhD programs require 90 credits of course work and research beyond the BS degree.

Alternative Energy Technology: The new Graduate Certificate program in Alternative Energy Technology (AET) is designed to address the need for highly skilled professionals who can harness, transport, store, and apply solar, wind, and biodiesel, and the requirements to develop the infrastructure and systems needed for wide-spread implementation of these technologies. The Certificate requires 12 credits of coursework, including a core course in the fundamentals of AET. Students in any engineering field are eligible to apply. The College also plans to develop an MS program in AET in the near future.

Biomedical Engineering: Offering both MS and PhD programs, the Department of Biomedical Engineering is the newest department in the College of Engineering. Building upon a 65 year history of research collaboration between the School of Medicine and the College of Engineering, these new programs allow students to choose from a number of concentrations: transportation-related trauma; age-related injury and rehabilitation engineering; smart sensors and engineering neurophystiology; tissue engineering and biomaterials; and biomedical imaging. All students are required to complete a curriculum that integrates life sciences and engineering sciences. Unique laboratory courses are available to supplement classroom work. In addition, students may pursue research projects as part of a directed study course or a dissertation project. The 34 credit MS program is available for students interested in research or in a classroom-based program. Students from traditional engineering disciplines as well as the life sciences are eligible to apply.

Chemical Engineering: Students electing to pursue an MS or a PhD in Chemical Engineering may pursue research in specialized areas that include: polymer processing, thermodynamics, and transport properties; surface science of catalytic and polymeric materials; laser-based imaging of chemical species and reactions; environmental transport and management of hazardous waste; process design and synthesis based on waste minimization; biocatalysis in multiphase systems; bioremediation for waste treatment; tissue engineering; and pharmacokinetics. All students complete advanced courses in transport phenomena, thermodynamics, kinetics and reactor design, and statistics or optimization, in addition to a core course in the fundamentals of chemical engineering. Students must select a core of advanced courses, and faculty are able to tailor courses to advantage the strengths of the research programs in the sciences and the medical school, which create opportunities for interdisciplinary research. Students also benefit from the close ties of the department to local industry, in particular the US automobile companies and their suppliers.

Civil and Environmental Engineering: MSE and PhD degrees are offered in the specialty areas of structural, transportation, geotechnical, environmental, and construction engineering. An urban focus is the common thread. The nine full-time faculty members of our department are very active professionally, and they directed externally funded research projects exceeding one million dollars in expenditures last year. All are well published and well recognized in their fields nationally and internationally. Several highly qualified professionals from local civil engineering organizations serve as adjunct faculty in our programs, contributing practitioner perspectives and advanced specialized knowledge. As the majority of students work either for local engineering companies, government agencies, or on campus, civil engineering courses are offered in the evening.

Computer Engineering: Basic physical and mathematical principles are utilized to develop new devices and technologies in the field of computer engineering. Examples include the development of smaller, less expensive, and more powerful computers, parallel processing systems, and microprocessors. Students may pursue either an MS or a PhD in Computer Engineering. Students must select a core of advanced courses, and faculty are able to tailor courses to advantage the strengths of the research programs in the sciences and the medical school, which create opportunities for interdisciplinary research. Students also benefit from the close ties of the department to local industry, in particular the US automobile companies and their suppliers.

Electrical Engineering: The world of electrical engineering is broadening in its scope of application. There is a growing use of sophisticated data and satellite communication networks in modern telecommunications. Lasers, sophisticated modulators, and optical detectors and transducers are employed for advanced automation and electric power systems. The application of electronics to health care and diagnostics, such as noninvasive measurements and ultrasound imaging, and energy conversion devices, such as solar cells, creates exciting new opportunities. Students pursuing an MS or PhD in Electrical Engineering specialize in their choice of biomedical systems, communications and circuits, control systems, solid state devices, power systems, or optical engineering.

Engineering Technology: The MS program in Engineering Technology is designed to provide graduate education to ET baccalaureate degree holders for them to prepare for performing more sophisticated tasks in the technical workplace. Engineering technologists complement engineers, scientists, and technicians by forming a technological team to successfully produce an ever-increasing rate of technological advancement. The MS program requires 32 credits of course work. Project that emphasize knowledge to performing sophisticated tasks in practical industrial problems. Project research can be conducted at Wayne State or at an industrial site.

Engineering Management: The MS program in Engineering Management, offered by the Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering, is designed to build both technical competence and business acumen. The program builds understanding and skills critical to the support of fast-to-market strategies, which also guarantee product quality and cost. The program is designed to respond to the need for engineers with a background in business analysis and decision making, as these functions are critical to the effective and successful implementation of new technologies and technical functions within manufacturing-based companies. This cross-disciplinary program draws from the expertise of the College of Engineering and the School of Business and develops the engineering leader who is responsive for implementing strategies to successfully compete in the twenty-first century. Students must have a BS degree from an ABET accredited institution and significant experience as a practicing engineer or technical leader. This 42 credit program includes 24 courses in engineering and business, 12 credits of electives, and a 6 credit capstone project – completed over two semesters – that integrates lessons learned from across the curriculum.

Hazardous Waste Technology: This program is designed for interested engineers, environmental scientists, engineers, and engineers in government agencies who desire to enhance their skills and knowledge in the management, operation, and technology of hazardous waste management systems. Students completing the MS program in HWM receive training in hazardous waste materials, law and administration, safety, toxicology, statistics, transportation, and emergency spill response and control. To be eligible for admission into the MS program, students must have completed the Graduate Certificate program in Hazardous Waste Control, offered by the Department of Occupational and Environmental Health Sciences. The MS program requires 38 credits, including the 13 credits required for the Graduate Certificate.

Industrial Engineering: The MS and PhD programs in Industrial Engineering provide students with the ability to function as a broadly-trained integration engineer, concerned with enabling complete systems to function effectively. At the MS level, the program is based on a core designed to provide a breadth of experience in systems modeling, analysis, and applications common in industrial engineering and operations analysis. Building upon this foundation, students elect a specialization in one of the following areas: quality management, lean operations management, or manufacturing systems. All students complete an 8 credit core program on applied engineering statistics and deterministic optimization before completing their specialization, which can include an optional 8 credit research thesis at the master’s level.

Manufacturing Engineering: The College offers an MS program in Manufacturing Engineering with a focus on production life-cycle integration. The program is built on a core designed to provide a firm foundation in the various elements of manufacturing and systems engineering. This core program includes engineering materials, process technologies, and production systems. Building on this foundation, students elect a specialization in computer integrated manufacturing, integrated product engineering, or quality engineering. This 32 credit program includes thesis and non-thesis options.

Material Science: The use of advanced materials in the manufacturing of durable goods and devices has presented challenges to the profession of materials science and engineering. Materials engineers apply their knowledge of material properties and molecular structure to the synthesis and processing of materials into useful products by controlling and improving their properties. Students in the MS and PhD programs can study and conduct research into the processing and rheology of polymers, computer simulation of polymeric and microporous materials, deformation and fracture of materials, the processing of mechanical, physical, and electronic materials and sensors. Students complete advanced course work in polymer science, mechanics of materials, transport phenomena, and advanced engineering mathematics, in addition to elective courses.

Mechanical Engineering: The challenge to a mechanical engineer may lie in the perfection and reliability of a device that will be duplicated a million-fold or in the control optimization of a single complex system of unique design. The Mechanical Engineering MS and PhD curriculums provide students with the opportunity to concentrate in the diverse areas of acoustics, vibrations, machine tool design, biomechanics, combustion engines, automatic controls, composite materials, and fluid and solid mechanics. Each area is available to both part-time and full-time students, with research or non-research options at the Master’s level. Faculty members in the Department are currently engaged in state-of-the-art research, aided by the availability of state-of-the-art facilities.

Polymer Engineering: Nearly every major industry has potential applications for engineering polymers. To meet the needs of modern society and to remain competitive in technology, many industries have initiated major programs to develop polymer materials. The Graduate Certificate program in Polymer Engineering is designed to meet the needs of working engineers and scientists who are seeking professional advancement in this growing field. Instruction in this program is provided by faculty from the Department of Chemistry, the College of Engineering, and the School of Chemical and Materials Engineering, as appropriate. The program is a collaboration between the Department of Chemistry and the School of Chemical and Materials Engineering. The Department of Chemistry is home to a number of highly regarded polymer scientists and engineers. The Graduate Certificate program consists of twelve credit hours of course work, including six hours of required classes in polymer science and polymer processing.